
Amazon Echo/Dot

neo:8 8x10 matrix 

Also Available: neo:4 4x4 matrix 

Easily distribute your AV content to any room in your home
Clean and Sleek
Get rid of extra equipment, wires, and black boxes. Keep it simple and elegant 
with only a TV in the room. Centralize everything else in a media closet while 
distributing unlimited entertainment with only your TV remote, smart phone, 
tablet, or Alexa.

Share and Distribute
Share your AV gear… no need for multiple devices in every room. By centralizing 
all of your AV gear, it allows you to share these devices and distribute your AV 
content to any room in your home. As your family grows, it is so easy to add new 
devices such as Apple TV, Roku, Xbox, 4K UHD Blu-ray player, and more. Simply 
connect the new device to the neo unit and then neo does all the work. Within 
seconds your new device can be accessed anywhere in your home.

Works with Alexa 
“Alexa. Turn on Apple TV in living room.” It is that simple. neo Home puts the 
power of automation at the tip of your tongue. With the neo Alexa Skill enabled 
on your Amazon Echo or Dot, you can use voice commands to control all of your 
connected devices.
 

Easy to Use – No IT Degree Needed
Smart homes are supposed to be smart… but sometimes they can 
make you feel… well, not so smart. With neo Home you will always 
feel in control. neo is so easy to use… everyone in your home will be 
comfortable using neo.
  

Save Money
neo Home is the most affordable professional video distribution solution 
on the market. neo saves you money from the very beginning all the 
way through many years of ownership. Talk to your neo dealer for all the 
details. 

neo Home is Right for You 
neo Home is available in two family sizes: neo:4 and neo:8. neo:4 – Our 
4x4 matrix system with 4 HDBaseT™ Lite PoH ports and 2 HDMI 2.0a 
mirrored outputs. Supports 4K/UHD video and HDCP 2.2. neo:8 – Our 
8x10 matrix system actually has 10 outputs with 8 HDBaseT™ Lite PoH 
ports and 2 HDMI 2.0a outputs. Supports 4K/UHD video and HDCP 2.2.  
All neo units come with 3 year warranty.

The heart and soul of the modern smart home
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neo Home matrixes are the perfect blend of simplicity and sophistication. We have worked directly with 
integrators to create an award winning video matrix system that is easy to install, easy for the homeowner 

to use, and easy for both to manage

neo:8 Installation Kit includes: 8x10 HDBaseT™ Matrix, 2x Amazon Dot, 
8x neo:Lite Receivers, 8x SCP Premium Certified HDMI cables, 
8x IR Blasters Cable Pack, 3 yr warranty, and more.

Core Technologies
HDBaseT™ - HDBaseT is the global standard for transmission of ultra-high definition 
video and audio. Pulse-Eight is a contributing member of the HDBaseT Alliance. The 
neo Home supports the latest 4K/UltraHD content and HDR (High Dynamic Range).  
  
libCEC - LibCEC is a powerful CEC enabling platform that allows for seamless 
connectivity of various branded devices to work in sync through the neo Home matrix. 
Pulse-Eight is the world leader in HDMI-CEC development.

Best Dealer Value
The neo Home provides more value to dealers than other brand solutions.

Lower Equipment Costs - The neo Home is the most cost effective matrix 
solution. At least 20% lower than competitor brands and is fully compatible with 
all major control systems.  

Lower Installation Labor Costs - Easier and faster installation time lowers 
labor costs.

Easy System Operation – Easy to learn and use = Happy homeowner.

Easy System Management – Remote monitoring portal for easy troubleshooting 
and elimination of most common onsite visits. Faster resolution of customer 
service calls.

Recurring Revenue Generation – Dealer can generate ongoing revenue from 
the Remote Monitoring Service. Provide homeowner with: Monthly system health 
report, live system monitoring, tracking of historical system data, troubleshoot 
service calls remotely before sending out technician, and remotely reboot 
connected devices without having to wait for onsite service.

neo:4 Installation Kit includes: 4x4 HDBaseT™ Matrix, 2x Amazon Dot, 
4x neo:Lite Receivers, 4x SCP Premium Certified HDMI cables, 
4x IR Blasters Cable Pack, 3 yr warranty, and more.

Easy Installation
Save time and labor hours. The setup of a neo Home system is plug 
and play. The neo Home’s Self Discovery Tools automatically identifies 
connected devices and labels inputs and outputs with device details. Our 
user friendly cloud based portal www.gotomymatrix.com includes all the 
Admin tools you need to tweak every aspect of the system.

Remote Monitoring
The neo Home’s powerful real-time Remote Monitoring eliminates 
the need for most onsite service calls. Dealers can troubleshoot service 
calls remotely before sending out technicians and even remotely reboot 
connected devices. Our monitoring platform also reports on the cable 
and termination quality for every HDBaseT link. 

Works with Alexa
With the neo Alexa Skill enabled on your Amazon Echo or Amazon Dot 
you can use voice commands to control all neo Home connected devices. 
Fully certified by Amazon, this integration is native to Alexa and requires 
no configuration.

Stand Alone Control or 3rd Party System Control
The neo Home can be used as a standalone system or integrated into 
3rd party control systems. The neo Home is fully compatible with all of the 
major control systems such as Crestron, Control4, Savant, RTI, URC, AMX, 
Elan and more to create the ultimate smart home experience. 
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